U.N.R.W.A
English exam for 7th grade (

A

B)

Name : …………………………………………………… school : shoneh prep, b/s
Read and answer the following questions:8.m
The great pyramid of GIZA is a great wonder . it was built thousand s of years
ago . it was the shape of a triangle. It was made of rocks from the land . the
pyramid was a big tomb . tombs were places where ancient kings and queens
were buried . the pyramid still found today and it is in a good condition .

*Why did ancient Egyptian build the pyramid of Giza ?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
*What did the pyramid look like ?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
*The underlined pronoun it refers to ………………………………..
Find in the text :3.m
*The wife of a king ……………………….
* Simple past regular verb ……………………
Adjective: ……………………………..

Complete with the correct word that match the definition:5.m
( archaeologist , famous,
journey , absent minded ,
elementary )
1-…………………. Well known about many people in many places .
2-………………………… a long trip from one place to another.
3-………………………… someone who studies ancient society and old
buildings .
4- …………………… easy ,not complicated .
5- …………………. Likely forget things because of thinking of something
else.
============================================================

Make questions and answer them in simple past :4.m
*Where / people /vote /for petra ?
…………………………………………………………………………..…?
…………………………………………………………………………online .
Pyramids places for worship
…………………………………………………………………….?
……………………………………………….they were tombs for kings and queens.

Use the correct linking word to join the sentences :3.m
)When

, before , after )

I had my breakfast/ I go to school

(before)

……………………………………………………………………………..
We put the pictures in the album/ we come back from the trip (after )
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
She visited Petra / she stayed in a hotel (when)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Write the verbs in the correct column : 2 ++
( attracted , discovered , started, walked , watched, used )
/d/ :………………………….
/t/: ……………………………
/id/: ………………………..

………………………………
………………………..
………………………..

Thank you
Teacher : Emad Bsharat

